
Raymond King's response to racist incident 
[WARNING: Use of explicit language, specifically the contents of the letter he received.] 

 

“The United States has been plagued with a seemingly unpredictable and uncontrollable virus 

that has cost both the sanity of the public, and 200,000+ lives. As we try to adjust to this new 

life, it seems rather impossible to navigate effectively in this new age of coronavirus.  

However, this is not the first time the United States has faced a devastating virus. Since the very 

birth of the nation, we have been cursed with a disease that has infiltrated the health and 

wellbeing of its inhabitants, that has no known cure, and has cost the lives of countless 

Americans: Racism. And it is stronger than ever.  

On Sept. 15, I, a first-year transfer student of color, received an anonymous note at my 

on-campus apartment. The letter read: “Go Home Fucking Nigger”. There was no name nor 

signature on the note.  

This cowardly hate crime, I'm afraid, was not a freak and isolated incident, but rather a reminder 

that we are fighting yet another virus, just as contagious and catastrophic as COVID-19, that 

demands equal attention to combat. This incident is a reminder that racism is always one breath 

away from infecting an entire community.  

In the era of Black Lives Matter, and protests against police brutality, the nation has been forced 

to take action. In recent months, the Black community has urged their white counterparts to take 

action against systemic racism; to not only be an ally to their cause, but to also become 

anti-racist. But this is not enough.  

It is not enough to be anti-racist, we all must be viciously intolerant against racism. Just as our 

immune system was designed to identify, organize, and expel foreign agents that will surely 

cause harm to our body, so should we act against all forms of racism, be it in the guise of 

microaggressions, systemic racism, or hate crimes; for any form of racism and prejudice is a 

lethal attack on our neighbors. This virus has invaded the thin and fragile membrane of our 

educational institution, and we have little time to react and decimate this foreign threat. The era 

of civil discourse is over. The era of thoughts and prayers is over. The era for peaceful protest is 

over. The era of silent complacency is over. The era of hashtags is over. The era of forgetfulness 

is over. We must act as a unified front to identify, organize, and drive out racism from the 



sacrosanctity of our institution. And allow me to be very clear, though that note I had received 

had no name authored on it: 

If you refuse to act, you have signed your name on that letter. 

If you refuse to stand up against this hate crime, you have signed your name on that letter. 

If you refuse to raise your voice in opposition to all forms of intolerance, you have signed your 

name on that letter. 

If you refuse to actively engage in the movement to end racial intolerance, you have signed your 

name on that letter. 

If you refuse to recognize your white privilege, you have signed your name on that letter. 

If you refuse to hold your loved ones accountable for microaggressions, you have signed your 

name on that letter. 

If you refuse to say: Yes, Black Lives Matter, you have signed your name on that letter. 

If you remain silent 

You have signed your name on that letter. 

Do not sign your name on that letter.”  

- Raymond King 

 


